
All children at Star Primary are provided with access to interactive maths apps. These apps 

allow children to work on their number fluency both in school and at home, in a way which is 

fun, motivating and enjoyable.  

Mathletics  

All pupils from reception to Year 6 have a Mathletics login. Mathletics 

allows pupils to access practice tasks across their year group specific 

curriculum. In addition to this, the “Live Mathletics” function gives our 

pupils the opportunity to answer quick fire questions against their 

classmates or pupils at schools across the world! 

By completing tasks, the children earn points which they can spend on designing their avatar. 

The crazier the hat the better! Furthermore, if they collect enough points over a week - they 

can also earn certificates which are presented to the children in class assemblies.  

In addition, if they achieve enough points in any 24hr period to rank in the top 100 Mathletics 

users around the world - they will earn a place in the Mathletics Hall of Fame which is 

displayed on the Mathletics website! 

https://community.mathletics.com/signin 

Mathletics certificates: 

Bronze - 1000 points earnt in a week. 

Silver - Once 5 bronze certificates are achieved, the children earn a silver certificate. 

Gold - Once 4 silver certificates are achieved, the children then earn the much coveted gold 

certificate! 

Times Table Rock Stars  

All children from year 1 to year 6 have a login to Times Tables Rock Stars. Times Tables 

Rock Stars is a carefully sequenced programme of daily times tables practise.  

The children focus on key times tables for different periods of the year. Consolidation weeks 

are also factored in. This programme ensures children get practice in key times tables in an 

interactive and motivating way.  

Teachers can set challenges such as class or year group “battles” and the children can become 

a “Rock Hero” if they earn enough points! 

https://play.ttrockstars.com/login/47982 
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